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Canadian Semantic Web: Technologies and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	The emergence of Web technologies for the distribution of an immense amount of data and knowledge has given rise to the need for supportive frameworks for knowledge management. Semantic Web technologies aim at providing shared semantic spaces for Web contents, such that people, applications and communities can use a common platform to share...
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Mathematics for 3D Game Programming and Computer Graphics, Third EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	This updated third edition illustrates the mathematical concepts that a game developer needs to develop 3D computer graphics and game engines at the professional level. It starts at a fairly basic level in areas such as vector geometry and linear algebra, and then progresses to more advanced topics in 3D programming such as illumination and...
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Windows Server 2012 Unified Remote Access Planning and DeploymentPackt Publishing, 2012

	DirectAccess, introduced in Windows Server 2008 R2, has been a ground breaking VPN-like connectivity solution, adopted by thousands of organizations worldwide. Allowing organizations to deploy without manually configuring every client and providing always-on connectivity has made this technology world-famous. Now, with Windows Server 2012,...
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Spine Surgery BasicsSpringer, 2013

	Spine surgery has increasingly become a surgical field of its own, with a distinct body of knowledge. This easy-to-use book, written by acknowledged experts, is designed to meet the practical needs of the novice and the busy resident by providing essential information on spine pathology, diagnostic evaluation, surgical procedures, and other...
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Linux Kernel Networking: Implementation and Theory (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2013

	Linux Kernel Networking takes you on a guided in-depth tour of the current Linux networking implementation and the theory behind it. Linux kernel networking is a complex topic, so the book won't burden you with topics not directly related to networking. This book will also not overload you with cumbersome line-by-line code...
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Modelling Computing Systems: Mathematics for Computer Science (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This engaging text presents the fundamental mathematics and modelling techniques for computing systems in a novel and light-hearted way, which can be easily followed by students at the very beginning of their university education. Key concepts are taught through a large collection of challenging yet fun mathematical games and logical puzzles...
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The Little Book of Trading: Trend Following Strategy for Big WinningsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	How to get past the crisis and make the market work for you again


	The last decade has left people terrified of even the safest investment opportunities. This fear is not helping would-be investors who could be making money if they had a solid plan. The Little Book of Trading teaches the average person rules...
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The Sensitivity Principle in EpistemologyCambridge University Press, 2012

	The sensitivity principle is a compelling idea in epistemology and is typically characterized as a necessary condition for knowledge. This collection of thirteen new essays constitutes a state-of-the-art discussion of this important principle. Some of the essays build on and strengthen sensitivity-based accounts of knowledge and offer novel...
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Early Days of X-ray Crystallography (International Union of Crystallography)Oxford University Press, 2013

	The year 2012 marked the centenary of one of the most significant discoveries of the early twentieth century, the discovery of X-ray diffraction (March 1912, by Laue, Friedrich and Knipping) and of Bragg's law (November 1912). The discovery of X-ray diffraction confirmed the wave nature of X-rays and the space-lattice hypothesis. It had...
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Pro AngularApress, 2017

	
		
			Angular 4.0 updates for this book are now available. Follow the Download source code link for this book on the Apress website.

		
			Get the most from Angular 2, the leading framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications. Best-selling author Adam Freeman begins by describing the MVC...
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CCSP (ISC)2 Certified Cloud Security Professional Official Study GuideSybex, 2017

	The only official study guide for the new CCSP exam


	CCSP (ISC)2 Certified Cloud Security Professional Official Study Guide is your ultimate resource for the CCSP exam. As the only official study guide reviewed and endorsed by (ISC)2, this guide helps you prepare faster and smarter...
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Handbook of Vitamins, 3rd Edition (Clinical Nutrition in Health and Disease, No. 3)CRC Press, 2001

	Features a comprehensive summary of the chemical, physiological, and nutritional relationships of all recognized vitamins!

	

	Maintaining the standards of excellence set forth in the previous editions, the Handbook of Vitamins, Third Edition presents a thorough examination of the fundamental characteristics, functions, and roles...
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